
For small and mid-sized businesses, the Microsoft Office productivity suite is a staple in the software cupboard. Consider 
how much you have paid for each software license. How would you feel about spending a fraction of the cost for the entire 
Microsoft Office productivity suite, and with it, get some of the most revolutionary collaboration tools available?

Valor Technologies is proud to offer the Microsoft Office 365 cloud-based productivity suite to small and mid-sized 
businesses. Per-user monthly billing, rather than the traditional per-machine rate, significantly reduces the amount your 
organization is spending to get the same productivity suite that you are used to.

 MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT 
FILE SHARING & TEAM 
COLLABORATION SOFTWARE  

End-to-end user productivity software deployment to bring 
streamlined collaboration to your business.

Microsoft SharePoint is widely used as a powerful business 
collaboration platform for many of the world’s most 
successful organizations. It provides a dynamic, cost-
effective solution for organizations that are looking to add 
robust collaborative capabilities to their work flow. At Valor 
Technologies, we can help you increase productivity by 
creating and deploying solutions that help organizations 
take advantage of their IT resources. If your organization 
is searching for a way to align your business’ technological 
tools with its operational work flow, look no further than our 
professional SharePoint deployment services.

 IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS’ 
DATA PLATFORM WITH 
MICROSOFT’S SQL SERVER 

Reinforce your business’ data processing performance.

Big data is helping businesses around the globe target 
their customers. Consequently, businesses are taking 
advantage of the cloud to decipher this mass of raw data. 
With Microsoft’s SQL Server, you gain a comprehensive 

MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 
Your Favorite Office Software in the Cloud 

Variable payment options give you the freedom to pay only for the software you need.

Trusted IT At 
Your Back



cloud-based solution designed to improve the way your 
applications perform in the work environment, while 
simultaneously allowing for quick and easy data analysis.
With such a simple database management tool at 
your disposal, you’ll be sure to experience improved 
performance. Valor Technologies can equip your business 
with Microsoft SQL Server to enhance your everyday operations.

 DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM - MANAGE YOUR FILES 
ELECTRONICALLY  

Catalog your organization’s essential files.

Does your organization have file cabinets taking up 
half of your office? You wouldn’t keep all those files 
unless they were important. Valor Technologies has a 
solution to handle your company’s information. We offer 
a comprehensive document management solution as 
a repository to help you streamline your business and 
improve the speed of productivity.

The experienced technicians at Valor Technologies know 
the same solution doesn’t work for everyone. To get the 
best file dispersal available, our technicians will work hand-
in-hand with you to tailor a solution that will meet your needs.

 IDENTITY MANAGEMENT-
 MANAGE ACCOUNTS & ACCESS  

With Valor Technologies’ Identity Management solution, 
you’ll add a powerful and affordable method to manage 
user access.

Maintaining data security is crucial for every company. At 
Valor Technologies, we are known for providing small and 
mid-sized businesses useful solutions that remove the 
boundaries that often hold these organizations back from 
realizing revenue-boosting operational efficiency.

Often organizations will demand that each employee be 
given one username in which to sign into the network, 
but what happens when you have information that you 
don’t want certain employees or users to access? What 
if you have a platform which requires a certain aptitude? 
Under these circumstances you don’t want to allow just 
anyone access. Our Identity Management solution allows 
you to assign authorizations, keeping everyone in your 
organization under the security clearance they need to do 
the job they are assigned properly.

 ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY 
WITH AN INTRANET SOLUTION    

Improve inter-office communications and productivity.

Large enterprises employ a large workforce, and as a 
result, their internal networks can get cluttered. This makes 
finding specific files somewhat challenging. Unlike the 
larger corporation, your small or medium-sized business 
might not have trouble communicating within the office. 
However, it’s still important to optimize all aspects of 
your business’ infrastructure, and to this end, an intranet 
solution is ideal.

So, what is an intranet? You can think of it in terms of 
a central location where all your employees are able to 
exchange ideas, documents, and other collaborative 
information. An intranet allows your business to function at 
maximum capacity by providing your team with a common 
internal source for all information they might need to do 
their job properly. In other words, an intranet is a tool to 
improve communication, productivity, and collaboration in 
the office environment.

 BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
STRATEGIES     

Make more informed business decisions.

You may think you know your business’ operations like 
the back of your hand, but wouldn’t it be advantageous to 
be sure? With Valor Technologies’ Business Intelligence 
strategies, your organization can leverage our team of 
IT professionals to design and build a comprehensive 
business intelligence platform to completely change the 
way you look at your business.

Small businesses have limited resources, so efficiency 
is crucial. Regardless of the industry you work in, getting 
the most out of your decisions and resources makes your 
business better. With BI strategic consulting from Valor 
Technologies, you can get more out of your business, by 
getting the truth about it. Our experts understand how 
business, technology, and data are evolving and can help 
you construct a powerful BI strategy.
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